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Presentation outline 
(4”W” and 1”H”) 

1. Why we have the cooperation?  

2. How the cooperation comes?   

3. What those main cooperation activities? 

4. What the challenges and limitation?   

5. What could be the future？  



1.Why we have the cooperation? 



The rare and extinction wildlife species like… 
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    …They are moving back and forth between 

China and Lao trans-boundary, the upper 

Mekong Basin…Meanwhile, we don’t know 

much more about the their Migration Pattern, 

and t those THREATs they are facing when 

they are moving along.  It makes the 

difficulties/constrains for their efficient 

conservation. Consequently, We kick out the 

cooperation.  



The general objective of the coperaton.  

    To protect the typical and key wildlife    

        species in Xishuangbanna-Namha  trans-

boundary region,  

    to ensure the balance of the ecosystem , 

    combinng the improving people livelihood in    

       this Trans-boundary –Upper Mekong Basin. 



2. How the cooperation comes?  

The most beginning: JUST focus on enhancing the trans- 

boundary migration elephant protection… 

April, 2006 

The workshop on China-Lao Elephant Trans- 

boundary migration protection  

 



 
 

In Dec. 2009---- 

The MILESTONE of the cooperation 

the 4th Annual meeting on the China-Lao Trans-boundary Conservation  

 

 

 



The pilot: 
             China  Shanyong—Lao Namha  
     Trans-boundary Joint Protected Area(TJPA)   



Milestone: 
  

1. Established the China-Laos trans-boundary 

    Shangyong-NamHa Tran-boudary Joint-Protected-

Area(TJPA)； 

  

2. Signed the cooperation memo. And then, based on 

the memo,  the cooperative activities have been 

carried out eventually. They have main 8 contents,  

 



3. What those main cooperation activities?  
 
 

1. The communication enhancement  by village meeting. 

2.  Capacity building by training.  

3. Species investigation by Camera trap.  

4. Biodiversity Image Rapid Assessment.  

5. Joint patrolling.  

6. Trans-boundary elephant survey and its Action 

Plan(Supported by CEP-Phase II)   

7. The project propaganda. 

8. Annual meeting mechanism.    

 

 



1. Villager Communication Meetings 
            



2. Capacity building.  
（1）MIST training course in Thai.  

       In 2010, supported by CI (Conservation International ), 7 

staff (4 from China and 3 from Lao) trained in HKK 

wildlife refuge for MIST.  



（2）Camera Trap/ Infracted Camera training 

course.  

          Dec, 2009, Jinghong, the capital of XSBN… 

Feb, 2010. Shangyong NP 



（3）GIS training course 

   Sept. 2010,2012,2013… 

    Sponsored by CI (Conservation International), the GIS 

training course for the staff from China-Laos Joint 

Protected Area… 



3. Biodiversity monitoring and investigation  

by camera trap.  

 





4. Biodiversity Image Rapid Assessment  
( Rapid Assessment Visual Expedition ,ILCP, 2008 NG.) 

* At the end of 2014, XTBG and 

Myanmar MAS… 



Species collected 



5. Joint Patrolling  and Monitoring  

 

Shangyong NPA (China) 

       



 

Namha NPA in Lao PDR 



6. Trans-boundary Elephant Survey and  

     its Protection Action Plan (CEP-Phase II ) 

       Survey on its population, habitat and mitigations pattern. And 

then, to design the Action Plan for conserving them.  



7. Project propaganda:  

                         _____Say more about our good cooperation  



8. Annual meeting mechanism   

                          Since 2006, we set the annual meeting mechanism: one year by another, 

China and Laos two side host the annual meeting rotatory to enhance the 

bilateral cooperation relationship.  

X’mas day, 2014, Odomxay, Lao PDR… 



4. The challenges and limitations 

1. Lack of constant funding support.  

2. Lack of outside recognition  

3. Modest cooperative level  

4. Difference on national policy and 

management mechanism between two 

countries.   



5. Outlook:  

----Something we can achieve next step… 

From the MILESTONE is “MADE” in 2009 and…so many 

years’ effort together… 

                                  

China-Lao 

Shangyong-NamHa  

Jiong_Protected_Area(JPA) 

 



China-Lao (China XSBN_Northern Lao ) 

Trans-boundary Jiont_Protected_Area (TJPA) 

 



Considering the challenges, we suggest,    

1. Set higher cooperative mechanism (E.g. provincial  

to provincial level, nation to nation level)  

2.More effort push on searching funding support. 

(Whatever from domestic and international 

agencies as well)   

3. Enhancement on the project propaganda .  

4. Mutual understanding on bilateral policy and 

management mechanism.   



Can we achieve it more？ 
Do we have the confidence? 
Do we have the financial support …. 
Do you believe us?   
 

 Yes! 

       Yes! 

              En… 

                      Yes! 



Hand(s) in Hand(s), we can 
 

Build the better refuge for the wildlife  in GMS!  
  

Let’s do it! 
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